Rolloface SX-RS big brake kit install instruction
1: Jack up car and put on jack stands
2: Remove wheels

3: Remove plastic hub center caps
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4: Remove axle cotter pins
5: Easiest to do 1 corner at a time from here but is not necessary
6: Remove axle retaining nut

7: Remove factory brake line from stock caliper
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8: Remove stock brake caliper

9: Slide hub/rotor assembly off car
10: Remove T40 bolts to separate hub from rotor (use torch to heat bolts
to soften loctite to ease removal)
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11: Install new rotor with supplied hardware and loctite (pay attention to
rotation)
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12: Slide rotor/hub assembly back onto car

13: Re-install axle nut and cotter pins
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14: Re-install axle nut plastic cover (not needed for 2020 model)
15: Install new caliper with supplied hardware and loctite
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16: Re-install brake line with new hardware and copper washers on both
sides
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17: Repeat for the next corner until all brakes are installed.
18: Now for bleeding the brake system
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19: Remove center dash cap to access brake fluid reservoirs.

20: Take off the reservoir caps by removing the 4 Phillips screws holding
them on. Set aside
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21: Top off reservoirs with brake fluid. Suggestion use DOT 4 or DOT 5.1
Since DOT 4 and 5.1 are both glycol-based brake fluids they are
compatible with each other, which means they can be readily mixed
without harming your brake system. It is important never to mistake DOT
5.1 (glycol-based) with DOT 5 which is silicone-based and should never
be mixed with any other DOT fluid.

22: Best results are achieved by bleeding the old fashioned way of having
someone pump the system from the brake pedal and hold pressure
while you crack the bleed screw located on the caliper. Other methods
work but usually don’t get all air out of the system. So grab a buddy as
this is a 2 person job.
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23: Start the bleeding process at the rear passenger caliper on the
outside bleed screw. With a piece of rubber tube that fits on the bleed
screw nipple and drains into an empty bottle

24: Have your buddy pump the pedal a few times and hold down while
you crack the bleed screw. This will have to be done a few times until
fluid comes out.
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25: Once you have a decent amount of fluid flow, move on to the next
corner which will be the driver rear and repeat.
26: Do this again on the passenger front and then to the driver front.
27: Don't forget to keep topping off the brake fluid in the reservoirs, you
do not want them to run dry as it will induce more air into the system.
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28: Now that all 4 corners have been done. Repeat the process in the
same order but with the Inner bleed screw this time.

29: We recommend that this whole process be repeated at least 3-4
times all around the car.
30: Can Am brakes are difficult to remove all of the air out of the brake
system and will often have an air bubble trapped.
31: Repeat the bleeding process as many times as needed until a firm
brake pedal feel is achieved.
32: Top off brake fluid and install reservoir caps.
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33: Re-install wheels and torque lugs once off of the jacks.
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34: Drive the car slowly to ensure that the brakes work.

35: If you are confident that the brakes stop well, continue to drive and
make a lot of stops in order to heat up the rotors and pads to break them
in.

36: If the pedal still isn’t as firm as you’d like and/or doesn’t stop well, rebleed the system and test again.
37: You will not get good results until all air is out of the system.
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Warning: Do not use any cleaning solutions of any kind on Zinc Plated
Brake Rotors because this will cause a chemical reaction which will
remove the Zinc Coating. Brake Performance will not re-plate or replace
any Brake Rotors due to the damage caused by the use of cleaning
solutions on Zinc Plated Brake Rotors.
**Note: Before reinstalling wheels and placing the car on the ground, we
recommend you carefully wipe clean all caliper surfaces, hose joints, and
fittings, making sure they are all dry and free from seeping. If not,
inspect and tighten appropriately. Spray all rotor surfaces with water to
remove any dirt and oils from your hand that may have been transferred
to the rotor during assembly.
For street use, as with any time you open the brake system, it may be
advisable to repeat the bleeding procedure after driving the vehicle for a
day, as driving the car may dislodge some additional air bubbles. For
competition cars, we recommend repeating this procedure directly after
at least the first two sessions the car is on track, and at the beginning of
each race weekend thereafter.
Even if your pedal is high and firm and additional bleeding is deemed
unnecessary, always inspect the calipers, hoses and fittings after the first
outing for signs of any fluid seeping, and correct immediately.
Rolloface Performance will not be liable for any loss, damage, cost or
expense, including without limitation any incidental or consequential
damages of any kind, including those arising from personal injury,
property damage or lost profits, whether based upon breach of warranty
or contract, negligence or strict product or other tort liability, arising
directly or indirectly in connection with the design, manufacture, sale,
use or repair of the products (either separately or in combination with
any other product or material) or from any other cause, other than for
the cost of replacement of the product covered in this warranty. In no
event will Rolloface Performance be liable to purchaser for more than
the purchase price of the product.
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